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For almost a century Pautzke has provided anglers with
the perfect bait to catch trout. We now have the perfect
trout hook to match.

Enter Fire Hooks: a series of hooks carefully mastered to hold salmon eggs, corn, dough bait,
artificial eggs, and more. They are crafted for trout anglers, but are strong enough for steelhead.
• Strong, Affordable &
Created by Trout Experts
• Available in size 8, 10, 12, 14
• Designed to pair with
new Fire Floats
• Bait Lab Approved
• 20 Per Pack
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Not all trout floats are created equal.

To minimize spooking wary trout, Fire Floats are two-toned: colorful on the top so you can see it
clearly and black on the bottom so the trout can’t. Fire Floats can be used in small creeks, streams,
rivers and lakes and come in four packs. They are best paired with Fire Hooks.
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Available in four packs
Lightweight, yet durable
Great for beginners
Best Used in Small Trout Waters
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Pautzke’s new versatile Fire Worms are effective for panfish, trout, steelhead and salmon. Fire
Worms can be fished in creeks, lakes, rivers and ponds and come in a generous 15 count. This
multi-species worm can be fished under a float, jigged, tipped on baits to serve as an attractor or
swam through the water column with finesse.
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Garlic Scented
Available in seven colors
Affordable
Can be rigged whacky style
or threaded
• Neutrally buoyant
• 2.7 Inches Long
• 15 Per Pack
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Pautzke’s new Fire Eggs mimic natural trout,
salmon and steelhead eggs and come with
affordability in mind. These eggs are priced to sell
and use more than 85 years of Dad Pautzke’s
egg science to catch trout, salmon and steelhead.
They can be drifted in streams and rivers, floated
off the bottom with a split-shot or bullet weight
and paired with a Fire Worm for creative anglers.
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Garlic Scented
Available in several vibrant colors
Affordable
Neutrally buoyant
30 Per Pack
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The New Must-Have Scent for all Species
A 1.780

B 1.880

2.740
LITHO DIA.

C 2.090
D 2.527
PRINT LIMIT

27 DIFFERENT SCENTS

2.699
Color Stop

Fire Gel comes in 27 flavors, can be placed on a base deck
or hangs from a peg and offers a scent for every species
caught in fresh or saltwater in North America.
It’s becoming
Location of guide lines on cap
Scale 1:1
a must-have for guides and professional anglers overnight.
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No aerosol involved, jelly-type based
27 Flavors available
Seen on dozens of episodes of
Pautzke Outdoors
filmed in more than 20 states since
the Pandemic started
Massive advertising and exposure
Effective on all lures, baits and flies
Designed for fresh and saltwater
Creates a strong, long last scent trail
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With more than 85 years in the bait business Pauzke knows BAIT - and SCENT - as good as anyone. Fire Gel uses what
we’ve learned for more than eight decades and brings the longest lasting, most powerful and strongest fish catching scent
to anglers. Simply apply Fire Gel on your finger and rub onto your favorite lure for maximum success.
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